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Overview 

• Tagalog symmetrical voice

• Corpus data.

• Production data.

• Online comprehension.



Tagalog

➢ 30 million L1 speakers
➢ Lingua Franca of Phillipines.
➢ ‘Phillipine-style’ symmetrical 

voice. 



Tagalog

• Verb-initial, post-verbal arguments are relatively free

• Voice-marking on the verb indicates the thematic role of the ang-phrase 
(Himmelmann, 2005)

• Agent voice (AV): Infix –um– marks the ang-phrase as the agent

• Patient voice (PV): Infix –in– marks the ang-phrase as the patient



Tagalog voice-marking system

Agent voice

(1) H<um>ihila ng baboy ang baka

<AV>pull pig cow

‘The cow is pulling a pig.’
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Tagalog voice-marking system

Agent voice

Patient voice

(2) H<in>ihila ng baboy ang baka
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Tagalog voice-marking system
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Tagalog’s flexible word order

Agent voice patient-initial

Agent voice agent-initial

(3) H<um>ihila ang baka ng baboy

<AV>pull cow pig

‘The cow is pulling a pig.’

(1) H<um>ihila ng baboy ang baka

<AV>pull pig cow

‘The cow is pulling a pig.’



Tagalog’s flexible word order

Patient voice agent-initial

Patient voice patient-initial

(2) H<in>ihila ng baboy ang baka

<PV>pull pig cow

‘The/A pig is pulling the cow.’

(4) H<in>ihila ang baka ng baboy

<PV>pull cow pig

‘The/A pig is pulling the cow.’



Argument mapping in Tagalog

Patient voice agent-initial

Patient voice patient-initial

(2) H<in>ihila ng baboy ang baka

<PV>pull pig cow

‘The/A pig is pulling the cow.’

(4) H<in>ihila ang baka ng baboy

<PV>pull cow pig

‘The/A pig is pulling the cow.’



Argument mapping in Tagalog

Agent voice patient-initial

Patient voice agent-initial

(1) H<um>ihila ng baboy ang baka

<AV>pull pig cow

‘The cow is pulling a pig.’

(2) H<in>ihila ng baboy ang baka

<PV>pull pig cow

‘The/A pig is pulling the cow.’



Theoretical predictions

Early Abstraction

Innate 
linguistic 

biases
+ Learning

e.g., Bencini & Valian (2008); Özge, Kuntay, 
& Snedeker (2019). 

“Children who have just turned 
3 have abstract grammatical 
representations which they 
employ during online 
comprehension” Snedeker 
(2013)

Children rely on innate biases 
that guide formation of broad 
and general form-meaning 
mappings (Gertner et al., 
2006).   

Prediction: Young children should use morphological markers flexibly across voice types.



Theoretical predictions

Experience-
based models

+ LearningCognitive
primitives

e.g., Bates & MacWhinney (1989), Chang et 
al., (2006); Dell & Chang (2014), Yang & 
Piantadosi (2022).  

The larger focus on learning 
processes predicts language-
specific learning trajectories 
and representations (Bates & 
MacWhinney, 1989; Chang, 
2009). 

Prediction: Developmental effects in the use of noun markers that are consistent with 
distributional information available in the input.  



Corpus study (Garcia et al., 2021, Cognition; Garcia & Kidd, in press, Linguistics).

2,935 verb-initial, causative utterances

• Asymmetry in voice use in input - patient voice is more frequent and word order is more stable.



Production(Garcia & Kidd, 2020, Lang. Learn. & Dev.)

PV or AV prime PV or AV target

AV prime PV prime

• Children don’t reliably mark 
arguments until 7 years.

• PV advantage for argument marking.



Eye-tracking study Garcia et al. (2021, Cognition). 

Kumakagat noong
Martes

ang masipag na baka ng unggoy

AV.bite last 
Tuesday

diligent LIN cow monkey

‘The diligent cow was biting a monkey last Tuesday.’



Predictions 

• Investigated thematic role prediction in Tagalog speaking adults and children aged 
5-, 7-, and 9 years. 

Theory Prediction of roles Emergence

Early abstraction Voice-general Early

Experience-based Voice-specific (P > A) Late (after 5 years)



Eye-tracking: Adults

• SMI RED-mobile eye-tracker

• Participants: 32 Adults 

• Materials: 16 lexical verbs in a 2 x 2 design:
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Eye-tracking: Adults’ eye data

• Prediction of the first noun in the patient voice but not in the agent voice



Eye-tracking: Adults’ eye data
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Eye-tracking: Children

• Participants: 151 children (fifty-three 5-year-olds, forty-nine 7-year-

olds, forty-nine 9-year-olds)

• Comprehension questions: Sino ang kumakagat/kinakagat? “Who was 

biting/being bitten?”



Eye-tracking: 5-yo’s eye data

• No evidence of prediction of first noun



Eye-tracking: 7-yo’s eye data

• Prediction of the first noun in the patient voice but not in the agent voice



Eye-tracking: 7-yo’s eye data

• Prediction of the first noun in the patient voice but not in the agent voice

Prediction of 1st noun



Eye-tracking: 9-yo’s eye data

• Prediction of the first noun in the patient voice but not in the agent voice



Eye-tracking: 9-yo’s eye data

• Prediction of the first noun in the patient voice but not in the agent voice

Prediction of 1st noun



Discussion

• Older children used the morphosyntactic markers for predicting the 

thematic role of the upcoming first noun.

• Patient voice advantage

• Consistent with experience-based accounts (Chang et al., 2006; Hale, 2006, Levy, 
2008, MacDonald, 2013)

• 5-yo’s slower processing despite similar accuracy scores to older 

children

• Children still mastering the mapping of voice to noun marker (Garcia & Kidd, 2020). 



General Discussion

• Acquisition of argument mapping in Tagalog is voice-

dependent. 

• Varies with availability and consistency of the argument 
pattern.

• Asymmetry evident in online parsing throughout childhood 

and into adulthood.

• Voice marking creates different expectations about 
upcoming arguments.

• PV => ang phrase is the P argument.

• AV => ang phrase is the S (but less often an A) argument. 

• These biases may trace back to lexically-based learning 
earlier in development.  
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